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I do hope you are all having a good rest, a
good time away somewhere or even enjoying
working at a summer job to earn money for
your ‘magic habit’.
I also expect you are working on your acts for
the auditions on Saturday 18th September for
J-Day. We are seeking both stage and close up
acts. You can enter either or both with an eight
minute act of whichever type of magic you wish
to perform.
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For those of you who will be over fourteen, and under eighteen, by 1st January 2011
you will be eligible to enter The Magic Circle’s Young Magician of the Year. Regard
J-Day auditions as a rehearsal for that competition because you will find that, in recent
years, the winners of YMOTY have also won J-Day at some point in their magical
experience.
After the auditions we have the IBM convention and they are offering us a super weekend ticket for a special YMC price of £35.00 - see page 18 for full details.
We were delighted to learn that Megan Knowles-Bacon and Stephen Williams
represented YMC exceedingly well in the United States this summer. Both of them
were invited to perform in the Stars of Tomorrow show at the Society of American
Magicians’ annual Convention and they were complimented by some of the top
names in magic. The full story of their experiences are found on pages 12 & 13 in this
issue.
I must also take this opportunity to wish all the very best to those of you who are
starting new schools in September – this can be very daunting, especially if you
have been the big fish in a small pond as one of the eldest in your old school. However
you will soon settle down and enjoy some exciting new facilities and, in many cases,
new subjects to learn. I do hope that your magic prowess will help you to make new
friends there too and give you a special place in your class.
See you in Eastbourn at the IBM – looking forward to it!
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Win tickets to see this great show!
Ghost Stories which opens in the Duke of York’s
theatre in July is a truly terrifying theatrical
experience, unlike anything else in the West
End. It’s written and directed by The League of
Gentlemen’s master of the macabre, Jeremy
Dyson, and Andy Nyman, the self confessed paranormal, fanatic and co-creator and director of
Derren Brown’s television and stage shows.
A pair of top price tickets will be available to
the first member, OVER THE AGE OF 15, who
emails me with the name of the person who
runs the House of Magic In London.
You, and whoever goes with you, must be over
fifteen though or you will be refused entry.
Be sure you can get to the theatre during the last
week in July because that is when the tickets will
be available to you.
Email me at the usual address – this
competition runs only till I receive the first
correct email. Please also give me permission
to give your contact details to the organizers.

NEWS: SPECIAL REPORT
ESSENTIAL MAGIC CONFERENCE
BY COMPETITION WINNER

JOE STRICKLAND
I won a competition in the last issue of Secrets
and received my prize of two years’ free membership to the Essential Magic Conference. The
conference looked set to be a great event, with
thirty-three speakers from around the world
lecturing and performing in Portugal while being
broadcast over the internet to thousands of eager
magicians over a full weekend. Each day was split
into three sessions of two hours each. With over
sixteen
hours
of performance, Joe
and teaching Strickland
from some of the
world’s best magicians, it’s not
hard to see why
people were so
excited.
The conference taught a huge amount of amazing
magic. On the first day we were treated to magic
talks from the wonderful Gaetan Bloom, Stan
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2010
18th September

24th October (Sunday J-Day)

13th November

Workshop fee £5.00. As always workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three). Please be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck of cards, 		
notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance each time.
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

Allen, Dani DaOrtiz, James Freedman and Apollo
Robbins. However my favourite talks from this day
were from Barry and Stuart and Lennart Green,
who are always entertaining, and Eric Mead who
talked about whether an effect is shown to be a
feat of magic, skill or sleight of hand and how one
effect, Producing the Aces, can be all three. This
was very good
Richard
advice.
McDougall

The first day also
contained some
great performances from Helder
Guimaraes, Carlos Vaquera, Paul
Kieve,  Max Maven, Marco Tempest and Gazzo. My
favourite performance was from Ponta the Smith
who had an amazing coin routine which involved
performances of ‘3 Fly’ and a coin matrix. The
second day’s lectures were of an equal, if not
higher, standard. Ponta the Smith gave a fantastic
lecture on coin magic and went over some of the
moves he had shown in performance.
Lectures on this day mainly focused on other
aspects of magic. Richard Wiseman talked about
tricking the mind and applying this to magic;
Max Maven talked a bit about the history of
magic, specifically the first close up magician. Luis
de Matos gave my favourite lecture of the day:
how he discovered which tricks audiences enjoyed
and how he used this to
improve his career. I also Topaz
liked Topaz’s lecture on
applying old techniques
to new equipment to
make unique pieces of
magic. He demonstrated
this by using a pack of
cards as an instrument
and riffling and cutting
along to songs.
The second day also
had many great

performances. Miguel Angel Gea performed
his very entertaining Coins to Glass effect. Guy
Hollingworth performed Restoration, his famous
torn and restored card effect, and Dani DaOrtiz
had a wonderful card routine. My favourites on
this day were from Anton Lopez, with a   wonderful card transposition using a ‘frog’, and Cyril
Takayama’s beautiful manipulation act.
The final day proved to be amazing, with a healthy
dose of great lectures and performances. Some of
the highlights were talks from Miguel Angel Gea
about coins and Anton Lopez’s look at a method
of moving objects, without touching them, called
the ‘Tenebrio’. Also I loved Finn Jon’s views on
everything, from Cut and Restored Rope to magically producing tennis balls, and Cyril Takayama’s
talk about his TV special, showing clips of it, and
discussing some of the tricks he performed.
Once again the performances were fantastic on
this day, from Richard Wiseman, Gazzo, Barry and
Stuart and Ton Onosaka. The final session hosted
two great performances from Mike Caveney and
Luis de Matos.
Mike produced Luis
thirty eggs from De Matos
an empty oversized egg bag
ending with a
live chicken! Luis
ended with the
Alchemy Effect,
mixing three different colours of sand in a water tank and pulled
them out again, seperate and dry.
The whole conference was a huge success and
taught me many things about magic and the
business and psychology behind it. All thirty-three
speakers were brilliant and everyone involved with
the organisation or production should be really
proud of what they achieved. Now it is over I’ll just
have to make do with watching the on demand
videos and DVD set being sent to every registrant.
Next year I will again set three days aside to enjoy
the extravaganza of Essential Magic Conference.
See you there!
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IAN ADAIR

FLIGHT OF
HAND

This is the disappearance of a selected card from
six removed from a deck. The vanished card reappears, reversed, within the deck.
There are no intricate moves or sleights since the
cards are gaffed.

APPARATUS:
A deck of regular cards.
Six duplicate cards eg. All Eight of Hearts (any
card in duplicate can be used) with matching back
designs.

SET UP:
From the deck remove six cards making sure they are
of a mixed variety. To make up the special set of six
cards, each one identical, apply a glue stick over half
the area of a duplicate which is now attached to the
back of one of the regular cards. All six are made
exactly the same. If you square up the set of special cards, so that the ‘openings’ are towards the
bottom, these can easily be fanned both front and
back.
Have the deck nearby with the Eight of Hearts
(regular card matching duplicates) reversed
somewhere in central position. Place the special set
of six cards on top of the deck which is now inserted
into its case.

PRESENTATION:
Explain to your audience that the experiment you
are about to perform is done by ‘flight of hand’.
From the case remove the deck which is fanned back
and front. By all means give the deck a few false
shuffles if you like and remove the top six special
cards, replacing the remainder of the deck inside
its case. This cased deck is placed in full view of the
audience.
Gripping the open ends of the six special cards,

these are fanned showing both sides. Flash the set
of cards quickly and casually , not allowing the audience to identify all of the faces. Fan the six cards
(faces downwards) and ask a spectator to point to
one of the cards. Whichever card is chosen, place
those on top underneath the stack so this card is
now on top. Reverse the set end for end, so the
openings arse now facing away from you and turn
your head away as your left hand holds the stack
whilst your right fingers peel back the ‘duplicate’
card section which is attached to the regular one.
Ask the spectator to remember the name of the
card and lower the curled up section. Now mix the
cards up.

Explaining why you don’t use ‘sleight of hand’ but
‘flight of hand’ proceed to wave your hand over the
six cards. The six special cards are now individually
shown, fingers gripping the open ends during the
display. In showing each say: ‘Is this your chosen
card?’ the spectator will obviously say ‘No’.
Tell your audiance:
“You are probably wondering where your chosen
card can be – well I did say I used ‘flight of hand’
and whilst you thought you saw your chosen card
amongst the others it has taken flight – an invisibly!”
Ask the spectator to pick up the case. Request that
he/she remove the deck. Take it and ribbon-spread
it (faces uppermost) along the table surface. One
card is seen to be reversed. Ask the spectator to
remove this card and verify that it is the chosen one.
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J-DAY
2010

USA magician
Francis Menotti

YES, it’s that
time again!
left:
Alan
Hudson

right:
Oliver
Tabor

J-DAY 2010 will be happening on SUNDAY 24th OCTOBER and we will have a star studded bill for you as
usual.
I am still awaiting confirmation of a very special guest – but we can tell you that creative award-winning
magician Francis Menotti is coming over from the US to be with us, to lecture and perform for you!
Our gala show also includes some fine magic from Oliver Tabor and Alan Hudson, both excellent and well
known magicians with two very different styles. But the most important focus for J-Day is you!
The finals of our close up and stage competitions take place at J-Day so I am sure you are working very hard
to get your acts ready and polished for our auditions at our September workshop – 18th September.
Rules for these can be emailed to you if you request them.
Three dealers will be selling their wares – so start saving your money now as there is always something you’ll
want to buy!
Sandwiches and snacks will be available for you to buy all day too – but you may bring a packed lunch if you
prefer.

Tickets for J-Day will go on sale from 11th August
and the whole day will cost only £12.00.
Please call 020 8387 2222 to buy yours.
Please note that we do not take bookings for adults – our tickets are for YMC members only until 7th
October when adults, who have good reason to come along, can purchase theirs at £25 each. This does mean
that adults and offspring will probably not sit together as seating is allocated.
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STACKED DECKS
Mathmatical Stacks

Some of these mathematical systems have a
reputation for taking ages to learn, but one of the
main advantages of Boris Wild’s system is that you
can learn it not in six months, not in six days, not
even in six hours, but in only six minutes!
To start with, take any complete deck and stack it
as follows:
4C • 3H • 2S • AD • 5C • 4H • 3S • 2D • 6C •
5H • 4S • 3D • 7C • 6H • 5S • 4D • 8C • 7H • 6S
5D• 9C • 8H • 7S • 6D • 10C • 9H • 8S • 7D •
JC • 10H • 9S • 8D • QC • JH • 10S • 9D • KC •
QH • JS • 10D • AC • KH • QS • JD • 2C • AH •
KS • QD • 3C • 2H • AS • KD •

In this fourth article, we shall move on to a
totally different type of Stacked Deck,
which goes under the general name of a
Mathematical Stack.
First, however, let me repeat the two questions that
I asked at the end of my previous article:
Using any of the three stacks covered so far
(i.e. the Red/Black, Si Stebbins or Eight Kings),
could you easily know (or calculate) where a
particular card was located in the deck, or what
card occupied a particular position?
The answer to both these questions, using the three
previous stacks, is, by and large, ‘NO’.
Where a Mathematical Stack differs from those we
have covered earlier is the ability to calculate where
any card is located or which card is at any particular
location.

So, how does this stack work?
Well, you have to know only two things: Firstly...
• Diamonds = 0

There are several well-known Mathematical Stacks,
including Bart Harding’s “Stacked-Deck System” and
Richard Osterlind’s “Breakthrough Card System”.
However, in this article, and with the very kind
permission of previous FISM Award Winner, Boris
Wild, I am going to explain “The Instant B.W.
Memorised Deck”.

(you must write a cheque with lots of zeroes to
buy Diamonds!)
• Spades = 5
(Spades have one point, therefore 1 x 5 = 5)
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PART 4

By Mark S. Farrar AIMC
21 + 10 = 31, which is not a multiple of 4
21 + 15 = 36, which is a multiple of 4, so you
stop at this point.
15 is the “key” number for Clubs, so the card in the
21st position must be one of the Clubs.
All you have to do to now is divide this multiple of 4
by 4 and you will find the value of the card. In this
example, 36 divided by 4 is 9, so the card at the 21st
position must be the Nine of Clubs.

• Hearts = 10
(Hearts have two ventricles, therefore 2 x 5 = 10)
• Clubs = 15
(Clubs have three leaves, therefore 3 x 5 = 15).

Note that this principle works for every card,
but there are six special cases. In fact, for these
following numbers, the result of the division is bigger than 13: 41 - 45 - 46 - 49 - 50 - 51. So, if the
final result is 14, 15 or 16, just take away 13 from
this number and you will have the right value (Ace,
two or three). But don’t worry, these numbers are
rarely said.
To Be Continued...

Secondly... The multiples of 4 (i.e. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20,
24, 28, 32… up to 64).

How To Turn A Number Into A Card:
Assume that a spectator names the number 21.
Keep this number in mind and add successively 0,
5, 10 and 15 until you find a multiple of 4. Don’t
worry, you will automatically get a multiple of 4 if
you add 0, 5, 10 or 15 to any number. We have
deliberately taken the “worst” case here, where you
must do four additions, but often you will only need
to stop at “+5” or “+10”.

So, here are the calculations if a
spectator names the number 21:
21 + 0 = 21, which is not a multiple of 4
21 + 5 = 26, which is not a multiple of 4
volume 17, number 4 • 9

From International Magic - London:

The Darwin Ortiz
Practically Impossible Lecture DVD

£25.00
plus p&p

Two years ago, International Magic in London released a live recording
of the lecture that Darwin Ortiz gave during the Ron MacMillan convention
in November 2007. The response was excellent, receiving many favorable
reviews and much praise. We are now delighted to have released a follow
up lecture on DVD. This is a recording of Darwin’s most recent lecture titled
‘Practically Impossible’. It contains six new effects that have never appeared anywhere else
(except in the Practically Impossible lecture notes that accompany his lecture) and has only been
presented by him a couple of times - so very few will have seen these effects or had a chance to
purchase the notes, which are usually only available at the lecture.
"A lecture by Darwin Ortiz operates on a multi-sensory level. Here you will experience the finest card magic
in the world today. The impeccable execution of sleight of hand card magic along with superb presentation
and a high standard of explanation and teaching. This DVD represents a wonderful record of Darwin’s
performance and features groundbreaking new routines which delight and, most importantly, educate.
On this DVD you will learn:
Fast Company:
Sudden Impact:
Card Sense:

A wonderful interpretation of Triumph with a surprising climax.

Pit Hartling’s original effect Finger Flicker receives an impromptu makeover with no
loss in effect or audience impact.

This routine is a wonderful study in how to maximize audience impact when using
the Memorized Deck.

Calculated Risk:

Here is a routine which is a proposition bet and could win you a lot of money.
It is Machiavellian and ingenious in its methodology. It appeals on many levels because
your audience will feel the odds are in their favor.

The Uninvited Guest (by Mark Ennis):
This routine has been audience tested by Darwin and the effect is a miraculous vanish and reappearance of
a playing card under test conditions. We would like to thank our friend Mark Ennis for graciously allowing
Darwin to present this routine on his lecture tour.
Fast and Furious: Darwin’s love affair with Triumph has been expanded in this fantastic presentation.
This routine exploits a well-known principle and audience participation to extend the
possibilities of the basic plot. The climax to the routine is an impossibility which takes the
effect into another dimension.
If you have Darwin’s books, this DVD will be a perfect companion to his great legacy of work. The material
represents an inspirational creator at work and our job is to emulate the work of this great teacher so that we
as performers can experience all that great magic can generate. It is a great privilege to be associated with
this wonderful artist. Our hope is that Darwin’s work inspires you to raise your standard and continue the
chain of excellence”. - Michael Vincent

The 39th Annual MacMillan Convention and 27th International Close Up Competition
(now open for entries) will be held in London at the Mermaid Centre over the
26th, 27th & 28th November 2010

For Full details and all our lecture DVD’s visit: www.internationalmagic.com
International Magic, 89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX. UK
E: admin@internationalmagic.com / Tel: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927
DEALERS: This DVD is available to Dealers via Murphy’s Magic
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IBM WEEKEND
SPECIAL PRICE FOR US!
Ian
Keable

This year is so exciting – you really
must get down to Eastbourne and
join in the fun!
For the first time ever the International
Brotherhood of Magicians, Ring 25
Jimmy
Carlo

(British Ring) is
offering a special
weekend rate for
members of YMC!
For only £35.00

you will get the whole of Saturday’s
registration, which willl include a Gala
Show ticket, and also admittance to
the Stars of Tomorrow show on Sunday
morning too.
I can’t tell you who is appearing on
which day – that is information that
no one receives until they arrive at the
convention centre but the following are
going to be there, wandering around,
and happy for you to talk to them:

teachers too – so
don’t miss your own
event.
O
n
Sunday there is a Stars of
Tomorrow show, showcasing some of
your friends, so be there to support them
too.

Manuel
Muerte

The dealers’ hall will be a delight with
people dedicated to demonstrating all
the latest gadgets, apparatus, tricks and
gizmos for your entertainment and for
you to buy. This is the place to find that
elusive special effect or to stock up on
rope, coins, thumb tips – and cards!

Martin
Eisle

Eastbourne is a lovely venue and, if

Yelland, Martin
Eisle,Richard
Forget, Ian Keable,
Nardini, Amethyst,
Yogane,
Rich Bloch,
Julius Frack,

you’ve not been to
a full convention

Yogane

before, it is the best
place to dip your
toe into the world
of hundreds of like

Matt Johsnon, Jimmy Carlo and many
more.
There will be the International Close Up
show, as well as lectures, for you to enjoy
throughout the day.

Graham
P. Jolley

Britain’s got Talent!
There will be some
other surprise

Cyril Harvey, Manuel Muerte, Flip,
Wayne Dobson, Sooty (!) with
Richard Cadell, Graham Jolley, Bob
Richard
Cadell
& Sooty

And don’t forget the one-hour junior
workshop run by YMC at a time that
doesn’t overlap with anything else. For
this we have already signed up Hayashi,
seen recently slicing
cucumbers on

minded
people
together to enjoy
the world’s best Magic.
Steve
Hewlett
volume 17, number 3 • 11

gathered
some of

See you there! (See advert on pg23)

After a very long flight,
that seemed to take me
round the world, I finally arrived at the Hilton
Atlanta, this year’s venue
for the annual SAM
convention.

gave tips on dove magic and showed how to do some
great tricks with simple, cheeky methods. This lecture
has encouraged
me to work harder Megan &
on my acts.
Arthur Trace

Arthur Trace’s lecture was based
The event began with the
on devising new
‘MidpresentaMEGAN
w a y
tions for old
Headless woman!?
of Mysteries & Curiosities and
tricks. He
Circus Sideshow’. This was a
took the group through his thought processes
quirky event, with fairground
from basic trick to performance, getting us to
style games, a magical freak
come up with the ideas. By the end, the tricks
show (with a headless woman,
were totally unrecognisable - Arthur’s ideas
spider woman, and a six foot
were truly inspiring and will definitely help me to
man eating chicken) and a
improve my magic.
danger themed performance
including sword swallowing,
My greatest highlight of the convention was
electric chair and guillotine tricks.
performing in the ‘Stars of Tomorrow’ show.
It was all really light-hearted,
There were six acts, plus a compere, all of
comical and a great way to meet
us under eighteen years old. Every act was
everyone.
Sword swallowing
from the magical
freak show.

SAM Convention

The next event I
chose to attend was
the Close-up competition. Four magicians demonstrated skill and interesting presentations using old and new tricks. The
winner, my favourite act of the week, was Johan Ståhl.
He performed to music,
had a really quirky character, and did a sleeving
routine…with his sleeves
rolled up! This has really inspired me to learn
more close-up.

Megan & Johan Stahl

Ice McDonald’s lecture
was based on how to
succeed as a magician,
including marketing,
motivation, outs and
practising. My favourite quiote was “Never
practise during a
performance”. He also

brilliant with some wonderful presentations; Ian
Rich compered with some very funny jokes. Derek
McKee performed a Willy Wonka themed act with
card manipulations. Reuben Moreland showed some
amazing billiard ball skills. Jacob Roeber did a comedy patter act while Benjamin Zabin performed the
classic chair suspension. The other YMC member, Stephen Williams, showed his dove act which
ended with a snowstorm. Everyone
commented that it
was a great show.
This an amazing
opportunity and also
a great way to make
new friends. The
performance left me
on a real high! After
the show I had some
Megan performing
incredible comments,
from magicians I admire, and I will never forget their words - especially
those from a deaf magician who brought his inter-
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preter over to say how much he enjoyed my act.
I was also invited to The Magic Circle’s reception. This
was a real honour - it was great to meet Circle members from around the world and to put faces to names
of people I have corresponded with.
Every evening there was a stage show. The first night
comprised of acts based in Atlanta, the next was the
stage contest; Friday’s was young professionals and
Saturday’s the ‘Great American Magic Convention
Spectacular’. I saw some wonderful magic in these
shows, with too many acts to mention. I particularly
enjoyed Friday with Trigg Burrage, who included baseball manipulations, and Kyle
Megan &
Eschen
who
Mike Miller
performed as
a very funny
‘unsociable
adolescent’.
Watch out for
these guys in
the
future!

- whose very creative silent act
received a great response.
Next was Arthur Trace - an
inspiring performer who,
for me, was the highlight
of the convention. His original ideas, and presentations, became apparent
once again as he performed
STEPHEN
some exceptional billiard
ball manipulations, to the theme ‘Modern Art’.
Finally came Tim Wright, as his alter
ego “Skilldini”, playing the role of an
outrageously funny, yet still very skillful, magician.
Overall, it was a great show - and a fantastic way to
round-up such an enjoyable convention.”
Of course I couldn’t resist spending my dollars in the
dealers’ hall - there was so much choice I didn’t know
where to begin. I also got to watch lots of demonstrations, including Losander floating his famous table and
some of Wayne Dobson’s comical
miracles. I flew home, with a much
heavier suitcase and an empty
purse.

n – Atlanta 2010

by Megan Knowles-Bacon & Stephen Williams
Unfortunately I had to miss the Saturday show (to
come home) so Stephen Williams (YMC) has written
this review:

Megan & Losander

Rachel, much
audience.

to

“The ‘Great American Magic Convention
Spectacular’ was just
that featuring some
tremendously talented
magicians. The hilarious Aldo Colombini
was compère and
MC for the evening;
along with some great
gags, he performed
a spoof ‘mind reading act’ with his wife
the delight of the

I didn’t get time to see much of
Atlanta but did visit the Coca-Cola
factory and tried their sixty brands!
They had some huge coca-cola bottles – great for the
Megan visited the
coin in bottle trick!
Coca-Cola factory

I
now
have
wonderful memories and loads
of new friends. I
would like to thank
Mandy Davis, for
suggesting me for this show, and Marlene Clark the
show organiser. Without them I would never have had
this experience of a life time - I thoroughly recommend
it if you get the chance!
Megan & Stephen with Wayne Dobson

Ice McDonald opened - a very confident performer
with a modern dove act. Next came quick change act,
Stoil Stoilov and Ekaterina, followed by Michael Tallon
volume 17, number 4 • 13
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YOUNG MAGICIAN
OF THE YEAR 2010
50th Anniversary
Competition

Be n F a
rra
r

A MAGIC CIRCLE YOUTH INITIATIVE
The Magic Circle Young Magician of the Year Competition is held every two years at The Magic Circle
Headquarters, in the magnificent Centre for the Magic Arts near Euston Station.
Competitors, aged over fourteen and under eighteen years by 1st January 2010, have to present a stage act,
suitable for family entertainment, lasting between eight and twelve minutes. They are judged on their technique
and general ability, presentation and originality, appearance and personality as well as routining and magical
content. Over the years, competing acts have covered a wide range of magic - manipulations, illusions,
comedy, pure theatre and even mentalism - usually giving the judges a difficult job selecting the winner. In
2011 the heats will take place on 8th May and the final on 31st July.
The winner holds the title of “The Young Magician of the Year”, and is awarded the Derrick Speight Trophy,
admission to full Membership of The Magic Circle at the age of eighteen, with the entrance fee paid, and free
annual subscription for the first four years.
In 2011 the Competition, which has been held biennially since 1961, celebrates its 50th anniversary. It has
so far produced 26 winners, (there have twice been joint winners), most of who have gone on to successful
careers in entertainment - including the first winner, Johnny Hart, Russ Stevens (joint winner in 1977), Richard
Cadell (a highly successful illusionist and now Sooty’s presenter), Andrew O’Connor (founder of magic TV
production company Objective), Dominic Wood (of Dick and Dom fame). More recently, Paul Dabek and Steve
Dela have both gone on to busy careers in magic. In 2009 the title was taken by Michael Jordan, a rising star
of magic, who now performs professionally on his own and as one half of the successful illusion act, High Jinx.
Ste

e
De

Further information may be obtained

v

la

from the Competition Secretary

Dr. C. M. Colley, M.I.M.C.
MichaelColley@TheMagicCircle.co.uk
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FLETCHER
RANSBERRY
Favourite magic DVD? Any Tommy Cooper Shows
and Educating Archer.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Tim Vine, Morecambe and Wise, the Marx Brothers,
Laurel and Hardy.
Strongest magical influences? Tommy Cooper
and my dad.
What is your favourite magic on TV? I don’t really watch much but I like the Sorcerer’s Apprentice.

Age: 10.

Which magician would you most like to be and
why? Tommy Cooper because he worked hard to
learn how to make people laugh and make it look
easy.

Current Home? Coventry.
Joined YMC? October 2009.
Hobbies apart from Magic? Playing the trombone,
history, travelling and eating.
Favourite magic book? Mark Wilson’s Complete
Course in Magic.
Favourite Non-Magic Book? Born to Run by
Michael Morpurgo.
Favourite Film? Oliver – with Ron Moody.
Favourite Magicians? Tommy Cooper, Paul Daniels, Ali Bongo and John Archer.
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
Comedy/Stage.
What do you like most about Secrets?
The Member Profiles and Puzzles.

If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be?
Tommy Cooper, Winston Churchill and Martin
Luther King Jr.
Top tip for getting into magic? Find something
you like doing and practise. Build patter for it and
then perform in front of audiences – have fun.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either their help or encouragement? My dad and
grandpa. John Archer, Michael Vincent. All the great
team at the YMC. Ted Outerbridge - a Canadian
magician. Shane West aka Uncle Zoobie. The guys at
the Leamington and Warwick Magic Society. Dave
Taylor. Ali Bongo. My mum and brother Jamie for
letting me practise magic on them.
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Freak

HH

by Will Houstoun

z Reviewed by Matthew Field

Will Houstoun showed me this one Monday in the club room. It
was very, um, freaky. He showed his hands free of any trickery,
then compressed his pinkie down to one-quarter of its length
before stretching it out again. Big deal, I thought, I’ve seen
that before. He then bent his pinkie from the middle joint in,
at right angles to his other fingers, a somewhat stomachchurning sight. Then, with no regard for the Indian meal I had
earlier consumed, he bent that pinkie at right angles away
from the other fingers, sticking straight out from the edge
of his hand. Finally, he gave the finger a pull, it snapped and
everything was back in place.
Ewwwwww!

Some practice

21 minute D
VD,
£12.00 plus
p&p from
DanAndDav
e.com
or your favo
urite dealer.
Value for mo
ney?

8/10

9/10 Amaze you
It’s a great trick, relatively easy to do. You are not rer friends?
quired to be double jointed and the angles are excellent.
I would normally subtract ratings points for a one-trick
Worth the p
DVD but this Dan and Dave Buck production, very
ractice?
8/10
well shot and produced, is priced fairly. There are live
performances of Will on Hollywood Boulevard making
spectators gawk. It’s a trick that looks impossible, will
freak you out, you can do it anywhere you take your pinkie and is well worth checking out.

Silent Running
By Ben Harris

HH

z Reviewed by Matthew Field

Some Practice

First Ben Harris gave us the Crossroads Deck. Now, using an idea by Peter Duffie, Harris gives us
this trick. His ads state that a spectator thinks of a number between 1 and 10, thinks of a suit,
says nothing, and you name the card.  The internet has been positively abuzz with this.
First, the selection process: a number between 1 and 10 means from 2 to 8. Then the Duffie
idea is used, with an odd counting process to link the number with a suit. So we’re down to the
eight cards used in the Crossroads Deck. Harris then uses
a somewhat dodgy process to get the card by observing
d, soft
te
ra
st
‘tells’ in the spectator’s face and actions. Good luck!
lu
il
,
e
pag

58

bound book
p&p
£25.00 plus
r.
vourite deale
from your fa

The trick has received praise from magicians, including Banachek, but I just don’t think the process Harris
uses will feel much like mindreading, especially to an
intelligent spectator. The book itself is nicely produced,
but is shamelessly padded with blank pages, large
ney?
type, a header on each page taking up 20% of the
Value for mo
space, and a full page of photos showing Harris holding up his fingers
s?
d
n
ie
counting from one to ten, as if we don’t know what that looks like.
fr
r
u
aze yo

6/10

6/10

Am

ractice?
Worth the p

5/10

There’s a card stab suggestion through a sheet of (gaffed) newspaper which is quite nice
and contributions from Bob Cassidy, Devin Knight, Jason Messina and others, but my
concern remains. The clunky process the magician must go through means this mind
reading trick simply does not seem like having one’s mind read.
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Card College Lightest
by Roberto Giobbi

HH

Some practice

z Reviewed by Matthew Field

Some magicians do card tricks. Roberto Giobbi goes further
than that. In his Card College series, including two previous volumes of non-sleight-of-hand material - and in his Genii magazine
column - one of Roberto’s goals is to add grace and art to
what is too often simply juggling.

rd cover,
150 page ha
st
ook with du
illustrated b
9 plus p&p
jacket, £24.9
.
ermeticPress
from www.H
In this, the last of the Card College series, Roberto teaches
com
eighteen card tricks which substitute subtlety and finesse for
r.
urite deale
finger flinging. He succeeds admirably. There are versions of
or your favo
ney?
Value for mo

8/10

Matching the Cards, mental divination, Follow the Leader,
to a card and lots more. There is a simple false shuf8/10 spelling
fle taught which, of course, adds immeasurably to any effriends? fect which requires a set-up.

Amaze your

ractice?
Worth the p

8/10

This is an excellent book for magicians of any level of skill.

Powerball 60
By Richard Sanders and Bill Abbott
z Reviewed by Matthew Field

H

Easy to do

This one-trick DVD is a clever adaptation of that mainstay of the Christmas cracker – the
Magic Fortune Telling Age Cards. In the classic version, a spectator looks for his age on six
cards and hands you those on which it appears. You instantly tell him his age.
Canadian magicians Richard Sanders and Bill Abbott have adopted the method to scratch-off lottery
tickets. You show six of these, which have their
numbers already exposed and ask the spectator to
pick a number from one to sixty, handing you those
on which the number appears. Other versions use
marks on the backs of the tickets so those on which
the number appears can be placed face down and
you can still do the trick, and there are other variants as well.
Richard and Bill perform this (repeatedly) for a bunch of enthusiastic teens. A downloadable
pdf gives you lots more in the way of variants.
On the plus side the trick can be carried in your pocket, the cards are good until they wear
out, and you can instantly repeat. The tickets are available in UK, Euro and US versions, a nice
touch. On the negative side, the first card has the odd numbers from one to 59 arranged
in order, which looks fishy in the extreme, since these are ostensibly real ‘losing’ tickets.
The DVD is shamelessly padded; you could easily get the method from a single sentence of
instructions.
Although the price is high for the impact delivered, this is a no-sleight pocket trick in the old
style; you can carry it around and maybe amuse some people with it.
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34 minute DVD plus props
and password to access and
download 29 page PDF.
£30.00 plus p&p
from your favourite dealer.
Value for money?

8/10

7/10

Amaze your friends?

Worth the practice?

7/10

IAN ADAIR

LAST ONE
This close up effect is based on an old, yet
effective mathematical puzzle. I’ve added a
real magic climax to it which gives it more
substance. Coins or counters can be used,
depending on what you have handy.

EFFECT:
On the performer’s table are twenty 2p
pieces, all spread out and on display.
The performer states that it’s a game
and asks a spectator to assist. The
winner is the player who picks up the
last coin or counter. the spectator has
got a free choice of any of the coins
on display. Needless to say, after each
selection, the performer always wins. Not
only that but the very last coin or counter is reversed to
display a round sticker with the wording LAST ONE
written on it. It’s the only one which is marked.

APPARATUS:
Twenty 2p coins.
A self-adhesive sticker with the words LAST ONE
written on it.

opponent to go first, that’s important, and it looks
as though you are being polite. Explain that both
parties must pick up one, two or three coins – no
more – each time. The game continues until the
winner is the person with the last coin (YOU).
To make it work, should your opponent pick
up three coins you next pick up one (always
adding up to four). Should he next pick up
two you pick up two and so on.
Because your opponent started and you
always pick up coins to add up to four each
time, there will always be four coins left before your final selection. Your opponent can
only pick up to three coins so, no matter,
you will be left with the last coin.
For the extra climax select one coin (you might be
left with only one) which you state is the very last
one. Pick it up using your left hand. Right hand still
concealing the sticker on your thumb, take it away
and in doing so allow the sticker to adhere to it
(front of coin towards audience of course). The coin
is transferred to the left hand fingers which press
down on the sticker. The coin is slapped down onto
the table. You can ask a spectator to reverse the
coin to disclose the message.

Method 2:

SET UP AND
PRESENTATION:
There’s only one method to grant you being the
winner but two methods for achieving the climax.
Before you begin stick the sticker on the right thumb
nail so it overlaps. During the selection of the coins
use your left hand only. The thumb of the right one
is always concealed.

Method 1:
Display the coins over your table top. Invite your

You require an extra 2p coin, one which previously
has had the sticker attached to it. The effect is
performed whilst you are seated and the additional
coin is in your lap, sticker side facing downwards.
Play the game as before. Point to the very last coin
and, using your right hand, slide it towards you and
the table edge. Allow the coin to drop onto your
lap. At the same time pick up the duplicate and slam
the coin down onto the table, ready for the spectator to reverse it. This last move should be executed
swiftly.
NB: if using counters or poker chips make sure
they are all the same colour and size.
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Up Close With

Andi Gladwin
1. There’s nothing wrong with being 			
an amateur magician.

In 1996 I was invited to become one of the first
members of The Young Magician’s Club.
Fourteen years later, I’m pleased to have been
asked to return to share my views on magic to
the many members of the club.
My name might not be well known to some of
you, so a quick introduction may be necessary. I’m
twenty-seven years old, am a professional closeup magician and have been given some amazing
opportunities to travel to interesting places like Las
Vegas, Florida, Atlanta, Barbados, Cyprus, Portugal and more to perform and teach my magic. I’ve
performed on television a number of times (including on one of Lance Burton’s television specials)
and have lectured at magic clubs and conventions
throughout the world. Most importantly, though, I
perform close-up magic for real, paying audiences
and it’s that experience that I aim to share with you
in this ongoing column.
What’s interesting is that, until April last year, I was
not a professional close-up magician. While I had
aspirations to be one I decided to wait and take that
advice that you’ve all no doubt been given many
times: find a career to fall back on before becoming
a professional magician. It took a lot of convincing
from friends, parents, teachers and more that this
was the right thing and I am sure that many of you
are in the same position as I was back then.
I’ve learned three interesting lessons by making the
decision not to jump straight into magic after school
and I’m happy to share them with you:

As a teenager I was convinced that the best
magicians were all professionals. The truth, though,
is that some of the best magicians in the world are
not professional magicians. Edward Marlo and Dai
Vernon, the two men who gave more to close-up
magic than anyone else ever could, were not professional performing magicians. Robert Harbin, the
man who invented the famous Zig Zag illusion,
wasn’t either. In fact I could list dozens of amazing
magicians who always kept magic as a hobby; and
they’ve all proved that you don’t have to be a professional to be good.
2. Jobs give you skills that magic cannot.
During my ten years of working for companies I
worked in web design and then marketing - two
skills that have proved to be absolutely vital to being
a successful magician. Whatever career you decide
on, I’m confident that you’ll learn things that will
help you once you finally become a professional magician - the most important ones being confidence
and communication skills, two things that you’ll get
from any job.
3. It’s the perfect time to get prepared 		
to perform professionally.
Just because I wasn’t doing magic as my sole job
it doesn’t mean that I wasn’t performing. In fact, I
completely embraced the opportunity and used it
to polish up as many tricks and routines as I could;
and they’re all routines that I use now in my
performances. This allowed me to skip that
embarrassing moment of trying out my routines in
front of paying audiences. Instead I was prepared
and ready to go!
With all of these skills built up over a few years,
not only will you have a great career to fall back
on (to use that classic cliché) but, most importantly,
you’ll have a great foundation to become the best
magician that you can be.
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PUZZLE PIZZA
ADD YOUR OWN TOPPING BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!
COMPETITION
Is there a
way to use
three 6’s to
make a 7?
A
super
prize awaits the
first member to email
Mandy with the
correct answer!
Can you solve
one of the greatest puzzles of
antiquity?
In Greek mythology the Sphinx
was a monster
who possessed
the head of a
woman, the body
of a lion and the
wings of an eagle.
The Sphinx guarded the gates of the city of
Thebes, challenging all who would enter to
this simple riddle:
‘What goes on four legs in the morning, on
two legs at noon and on three legs at dusk?’

Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets - June ‘10

The Sphinx killed anyone who could not
answer the riddle and vowed to destroy
herself should anyone solve it. CAN YOU?

1 + 3+7 = 150
Amazingly this puzzle gained a record number of entries and therefore a record
number of winners! The following members will receive one of The Magic
Circle’s unique first day covers from their 2005 Centenary Year:
Joshua Caldicott • Chloe Eborn • Campbell Glazier • Sam Cannan • Daniel
Reece • Theo Pigott • Roman Armstrong • Joe Strickland • Sammy Purcell •
Michael Grant • Luca Tuvey • Eddy Stupple • Daniel Kramer • Julius Purchase
Some of you got the answer right – but didn’t actually put their names on the
email! Next time – don’t forget to put your full name.
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SOLUTIONS
Sam Loyd, widely acclaimed as
the greatest American puzzle
inventor, created the classic
T-Puzzle.   It is deceptively
simple because it has few
pieces and is a good example
of a problem that looks easy
at first but possesses elements
that often lead to a conceptual
block.

It is with much sadness
that we report the passing
of Tony Russell
of Pennywise Magic.
Tony was a keen supporter
of the YMC
from its conception.
Our thoughts, prayers and
condolences go to his family.

VISIT THE MACIC CAVE
EVERYDAY
IN COVENT GARDEN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD OR GO
ONLINE AT
www.magiccave.co.uk
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The Kaymar Magic Company
Quality Affordable Magic

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members
The New Kaymar Catalogue
is now available Only £3-00
(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Website www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
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J-DAY 2010
Alan Hudson

USA magician
Francis Menotti

Oliver Tabor

• SUNDAY 24th OCTOBER •
• FRANCIS MENOTTI FROM USA •
• ALAN HUDSON AND OLIVER TABOR FROM UK •
• SPECIAL GUEST STAR – yet to be announced! •
• COMPETITION FINALS •
• DEALERS •
• SNACK BAR OPEN ALL DAY •
DOORS OPEN 10 am - DAY ENDS 8 pm
Tickets - members only £12.00 each! Available for sale from 11th August
Adults – we have limited seating in our theatre and 500 members of YMC.
Therefore adult tickets, if absolutely necessary, are available from
7th October and are priced at £25.00 each.
You will not be able to sit with your offspring as tickets are allocated by seat numbers.
Available from The Magic Circle’s box office – cma@TheMagicCircle.co.uk or

Call: 020 7387 2222

